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Outline

Estimation of natural rate of interest

A method that is stable and relatively robust to different economies

The Holston, Laubach and Williams model (Holston et al., 2017), or
HLW model, used by everyone

We modify the HLW model

1. Pin down potential growth rate of output, via an Okun’s law.

2. Unobserved components model with similar cycles.

Preliminary results for the US, EA and UK.
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The stars

Natural rates:

Natural rate of output y∗t ; output gap is the deviation of actual
output from its natural level yt − y∗t .

Natural rate of output growth, potential growth rate of output, trend
growth rate g∗ ≈ ∆y∗t .

Natural rate of interest, neutral interest rate r∗; real interest rate gap
is the deviation of actual real interest from its natural level rt − r∗.
This is a monetary coincidental indicator.

Key words

If an economy is at its flexible price (no nominal rigidities = stable
inflation) equilibrium, yt = y∗t is such that employment rate is maintained
at its maximum; rt = r∗ neither stimulates nor curbs investments / savings.
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A New Keynesian perspective

The intertemporal utility maximization problem of an agent with CES
preference gives constant inflation steady state

r∗ =
1

σ
g∗ + z ,

where σ is the risk aversion, g∗ is the consumption growth and z is the
time-preference which is inversely related to the discount factor.
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Shifting stars

Instead of constant rate, people argue r∗ should be subject to
low-frequency shifts due to

changes in trend growth (Blanchard and Quah 1989; Gordon 2014;
Antolin-Diaz et al. 2017)

changes in labor productivity (Roberts, 2011; Edge et al. 2007; Kahn
and Rich 2007)

changes in the time-preference of consumers (Woodford, 2011;
Hamilton, 2016)

impact of budget deficits and debt (Laubach, 2009)

global supply of savings (Bernanke et al., 2005)

globally coordinated monetary policy (Chatterjee, 2016)

So

r∗t =
1

σ
g∗t + zt .
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The Holston, Laubach and Williams (HLW) model

Measurement amounts to a decomposition model,

yt = y∗t + ψy ,t ,

rt = r∗t + ψr ,t .

with natural (potential) rate of output and interest modeled by

y∗t+1 = y∗t + g∗t + εy∗,t ,

g∗t+1 = g∗t + εg ,t ,

r∗t = g∗t + zt ,

zt+1 = zt + εz,t .

and with gaps/cycles modeled by

IS curve: ψy ,t+1 = a1ψy ,t + a2ψy ,t−1 +
ay
2

(ψr ,t + ψr ,t−1) + εψy ,t

Phillips curve: πt+1 = bππt + (1− bπ)π̄t−1 + byψy ,t + επ,t ,
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Estimation of the HLW model

Directly estimation gives constant g∗t and constant zt . This is the
“Pile-up” problem documented by Stock and Watson (1998).

“Pile-up” problem is due to limited sample size. In non-stationary
structural time series models, the time-variation of non-stationary
component cannot be well identified.

Median unbiased estimator (MUE): Treat the non-stationary component as
a constant. And based on a structural break test statistic, one can recover
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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Estimation of the HLW model

In the HLW model, firstly the IS curve is discarded and g∗t is treated
constant. Using the MUE, one determines the g∗t SNR

λg =
σg
σy∗

.

Insert this back to the model with a constant zt , and use MUE to
determine the zt-component SNR

λz =
σz
σψr

.

Fixing σg = λgσy∗ and σz = λzσψr , the full model is estimated.
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The HLW model, by Garneir and Wilhelmsen 2005
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Some caveats

The inference is not correct. λg does not correspond to the model,
because it is determined based on a “’handicapped” model without rt .

The ex-ante real rate is computed using a ad-hoc measure of inflation
expectation, a 4-quarter moving-average value.

The Phillips curve is only backward-looking.

Initial values are almost fixed.

No room for “stable inflation”.
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Unobserved components model with similar cycles

Measurement amounts to a decomposition model

yt = y∗t + ψy ,t ,

it = πet + r∗t + ψr ,t ,

πt = πet + ψπ,t + επ,t , επ,t ∼ N(0, σ2
π).

The local mean transitions are

y∗t+1 = y∗t + g∗t + εy∗,t , εy∗,t ∼ N(0, σ2
y∗),

r∗t = g∗t + zt ,

zt+1 = φzt + εz,t , εz,t ∼ N(0, σ2
z ),

πet+1 = πet + επe ,t , επe ,t ∼ N(0, σ2
πe ).

We make r∗t -specific component zt stationary as in Garnier and Wilhelmsen
(2005) in which they reason why stationarity of this component is
preferred.
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Unobserved components model with similar cycles
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Figure: Cyclic components obtained from HP filter for the EA. Red: output gap;

Blue: interest rate gap; Green: inflation gap; Dashed black: average of gap variables.
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Unobserved components model with similar cycles

Collect the cyclic components ψt = (ψy ,t , ψr ,t , ψπ,t)
′ and pair up with an

auxiliary ψ̃t . Stochastic similar cycles are specified as[
ψt+1

ψ̃t+1

]
=

(
ϕ

[
cosω sinω
− sinω cosω

]
⊗ I3

)[
ψt

ψ̃t

]
+

[
εκ,t
εκ̃,t

]
, εκ,t , εκ̃,t ∼ N(0,Σκ).

The stochastic forces driving the cycles are such that E (ε′κ,tεκ̃,t) = 0 with
covariance matrix

Σκ =

σ2
ψy

ρyrσψyσψr ρπyσψπσψy

σ2
ψr

ρrπσψrσψπ

σ2
ψπ

 .
Phillips curve: ρπy > 0

IS curve: ρyr < 0

Taylor principle: ρrπ can be either positive or negative, indicating
“active” or “passive” monetary rule (Lubik and Schorfheide, 2004).
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Unobserved components model with similar cycles

Looking at the similar cycles equation-by-equation, we have regression
model

ψr ,t = βψTAψπ,t + γψTAψy ,t + εi ,t ,

which is a Taylor rule

it = πet + r∗t + βψTAψπ,t + γψTAψy ,t + εi ,t .

We can calculate the Taylor coefficient βψTA and γψγ using Σκ:

βψTA =
Var(ψy ,t)Cov(ψr ,t , ψπ,t)− Cov(ψr ,t , ψy ,t)Cov(ψπ,t , ψy ,t)

Var(ψπ,t)Var(ψy ,t)− Cov(ψπ,t , ψy ,t)2

=
σψr (ρrπ − ρyrρπy )

σψπ(1− ρ2
πy )

.

One can calculate Cov(ψr ,t , ψy ,t) and Cov(ψr ,t , ψπ,t) given Σκ and solve

for βψTA.
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Unobserved components model with similar cycles

The trend inflation πet in

πt = πet + ψπ,t + επ,t

can be shown to be the long-run expectation of inflation (Beveridge and
Nelson, 1981)

πet = lim
s→∞

Et(πt+s).

When the economy is at its potential, all cycles are zero, so πt = πet which
is its stable path, in line with the definition of natural rates.

It can also be shown, in the presence of trend inflation, the similar cycles
have an interpretation of hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curve:

πt − πet = (1− α)βEt(πt+1 − πet+1) + α(πt−1 − πet−1) + βψPCψy ,t + ε̃π,t .

The forward-looking version can be found in Cogley and Sbordone (2008),
Harvey (2011), Goodfriend and King (2012), Kim et al. (2014) and Berger
et al. (2016).
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Two-stage estimation procedure

We firstly pin down the potential growth rate of output g∗t by using a
first-difference version of Okun’s law with time-varying parameters.

Notice that the output equation is given by

yt = y∗t + stationary .

The potential output y∗t is an integrated random walk of order 2 as in
the HLW and Stock and Watson (2004) and Harvey (2011).

This means by taking difference, we have

∆yt = g∗t + stationary ,

where g∗t is an integrated random walk of order 1. This is a reduced
form model which enables us to directly estimate g∗t .

We use a reduced-form model to identify the stationary part.
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Two-stage estimation procedure

Denote the actual level of output Yt = exp(yt). We have identity

Yt =
Yt

Ht

Ht

Nt

Nt

Lt
Lt = PtQtEtLt .

Ht : hours worked

Nt : total employment

Lt : Labor force

Taking first-difference of the logarithm of the above equation gives

∆yt = pt + qt + et + lt .

pt : growth rate of labor productivity

qt : growth rate of hours worked per worker

et : growth rate of employment rate

lt : growth rate of the labor force
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Two-stage estimation procedure

When an economy is at its potential or long-run equilibrium, the growth
rate should maintain a constant employment rate, i.e.

constant Et ⇒ et = 0.

On a balanced growth path, the goods market equilibrium implies

∆yS,t = ∆yD,t .

Any disequilibrium in the goods market is thus captured by the growth rate
of employment

et = ∆yS ,t −∆yD,t .

A necessary condition of an economy at its potential is then

∆yt = pt + qt + lt .
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Two-step estimation procedure

Let ut = 1− Et denote the unemployment rate. Using the fact

∆ut = −Et−1(Et/Et−1 − 1) = −Et−1et ,

we can easily show that

∆yD,t = ∆yS ,t −
1

Et−1
∆ut

This gives rise to a time-varying parameter model (TVPM). The
discrepancy between the left- and right-hand side of the above equation
comes from demand shocks ε∆y ,t .
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Two-step estimation procedure

The TVPM is thus

∆yt = g∗t + Ot∆ut + ε∆y ,t .

This is a first-difference version of Okun’s law with time-varying
parameters.

Okun coefficient Ot measures the inverse relationship between the
change in the unemployment rate and growth rate of output.

Variation in g∗t is captured by pt + qt + lt .

If ∆ut = 0 (full employment), g∗t represents a “natural” or long-run
output growth rate since it is the level of output growth required to
keep ut constant.
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Two-stage estimation procedure

The model reads

∆yt = g∗t + Ot∆ut + ε∆y ,t , ε∆y ,t ∼ N(0, σ2
∆y ),

g∗t+1 = g∗t + µt ,

µt+1 = µt + εµ,t , εµ,t ∼ N(0, σ2
µ),

Ot+1 = Ot + εO,t , εO,t ∼ N(0, σ2
O).

Endogeneity issue arises because the demand shocks ε∆y ,t is expectedly
correlated with ∆ut , rendering inference based on Kalman filter invalid.

We use a Heckman-type twp-step bias correction procedure following Kim
(2006): Use a TVPM to project ∆ut onto the space spanned by a set of
instruments and insert prediction errors from Kalman filter into the
measurement equation.
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Preliminary results: potential growth rate of output g ∗t

US g* (alternative model) HLW 
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Two-stage estimation procedure

With the estimated g∗t , we estimate the unobserved components
model with similar cycles.
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Preliminary results
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Preliminary results: US r ∗t
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Figure: Estimate of US natural rate of interest. Blue: Estimated natural rate of

interest r∗t with 95% confidence band; Red: The HLW estimate.
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Preliminary results: EA r ∗t
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Figure: Estimate of EA natural rate of interest. Blue: Estimated natural rate of

interest r∗t with 95% confidence band; Red: The HLW estimate.
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Preliminary results: UK r ∗t
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Figure: Estimate of UK natural rate of interest. Blue: Estimated natural rate of

interest r∗t with 95% confidence band; Red: The HLW estimate.
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Preliminary results: g ∗t and r ∗t of two models
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Figure: Baseline model and the HLW estimates. Blue: Estimates from baseline

model; Red: Estimates from the HLW models. Figures on the left show the estimate

obtained from our baseline model, where those on the right show that from the HLW

model. Top, middle and bottom figures show the results for the US, EA and UK,

respectively.
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Preliminary results: US output gap ψy ,t
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Figure: Estimate of US output gap. Blue: Estimated output gap; Red: The HLW

estimate; Dashed black: CBO estimate.
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Preliminary results: EA output gap ψy ,t
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Figure: Estimate of EA output gap. Blue: Estimated output gap; Red: The HLW

estimate; Dashed black: OECD estimate.
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Preliminary results: UK output gap ψy ,t
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Figure: Estimate of UK output gap. Blue: Estimated output gap; Red: The HLW

estimate; Dashed black: OECD estimate.
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Preliminary results: US real interest gap ψr ,t
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Figure: Estimate of US real interest gap. Blue: Estimated output gap; Red: The

HLW estimate.
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Preliminary results: EA real interest gap ψr ,t
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Figure: Estimate of EA real interest gap. Blue: Estimated output gap; Red: The

HLW estimate.
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Preliminary results: UK real interest gap ψr ,t
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Figure: Estimate of UK real interest gap. Blue: Estimated output gap; Red: The

HLW estimate.
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Conclusion

Things to be done: find out explanations for the change of natural rate of
interest, especially for UK. 1. Spreads of yield curve at different ends; 2.
Corporate bonds spread; 3. Difference between growth rate of M2 supply
and output.
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